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Prepare to be Surprised... 

"SOLAR CITY SIGHTS" at Jahroc Galleries 5th July 
 
Anthony Breslin is a prominent Australian visual and performance artist. He graduated with a Fine Art degree 
from  RMIT  University  in  1999;;  completed  a  residency  at  New  York’s  exclusive and prestigious Point B Studios 
in 2007;and was the recipient of the International Award for Emerging Artists at the 2008 Shanghai Art Fair. 
Breslin’s  work  has  been  showcased  in  solo  and  group  shows  in  Australia,  the  US,  the  UK,  Switzerland,  the  
Czech Republic and China, and his most famous works include Trybe: An Opera in Paint and a windowdisplay 
installation commissioned by Myer on Bourke Street, Melbourne. Breslin has also worked as a designer/art 
director for music videos, of which one was awarded an Aria and another nominated for Best Design at the 
AFI Awards, and he has been featured in a number of art magazines and newspapers. Recently he has been 
working on large-scale performance and installation projects at schools in Victoria and NSW. 
 
Darts, pencil sharpeners, train tracks, balls, toothpaste tubes, jigsaw pieces, and a myriad of other objects 
simultaneously meld together and leap out from Breslin's canvases demanding immediate attention. Whether 
it is the fantasy world he creates in the bazaar landscapes of his "abstracts" or the unnerving introspection of 
his heads and figures or even the cheeky playfulness he captures in his bugs and frogs, there is always 
something more than enough in his compositions to inspire, provoke, challenge and delight everyone from 
young children to serious art aficionados. 
 
Be prepared to be amazed, inspired and delighted... 
 
 

                     

All works are for sale. View full exhibition here.... 

Do yourself a favour, don't miss seeing this show in the real. 

A taste from Gary Bennett and David Paris 

So much of our furniture is custom made especially for our clients, which means it never makes it onto the 
gallery floor for everyone to see. Here are a few pieces we have made recently..... 

It seems people are liking all things square at the moment! 



                       

                     

 

If you are after something specially designed for your space then we can do it for you. We have loads of 
pictures to show you of furniture we have made over the past 26 years. Hard to believe it's been 26 years 
since Jahroc Furniture was born isn't it? 
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